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Guidebook to The Skye Trail, a week-long, seven stage trek across the
largest island in Scotland's Inner Hebrides, the Isle of Skye. From Rubha
Hunish in the north, the Skye Trail heads along the Trotternish Ridge and
past the Cuillin to Broadford in the south. A challenging trek, it is suitable
for experienced backpackers and mountain walkers.
An unofficial route requiring good navigational skills, the 80-mile (128km)
trail takes in the true spirit and enchanting beauty of Skye, showcasing
dramatic mountain scenery, stunning coastlines and historic villages.
Step by step route descriptions are accompanied by 1:50,000 OS
mapping together with a gradient profile for each stage. Also included is
local historical information, interesting notes on the islands geology,
wildlife and plants, together with handy practical advice on preparation and
planning, access, navigation, equipment and more.

Key marketing points
• Visits many of the geological and landscape highlights of the island
• All accommodation options are suggested

About the author
Helen and Paul Webster have lived in the Scottish Highlands since 2005
and co-founded Walkhighlands in 2007, a free online guide and forum for
walkers in Scotland. They are passionate about the need to conserve wild
land while developing local tourism at the same time. Helen and Paul have
co-authored 11 walking books.
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